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The people aren't dumb. If one has time, watch this documentary. The people are not only
aware of the reptilian origins of jews, but they are aware that they are worthless excrement that
wants to destroy them. We are talking the normal people not any tinfoil hats.
The jews always whine that they are called what they, themselves, define themselves as. They
ARE reptilian offspring, and their Rabbis have said it. My BANNED documentary proves this
beyond any doubt. Not only that, but they are alien offspring put into this planet to destroy it.
Again, a statement that simply comes from the wisest of jews and the higher top Rabbis in their
Hierarchy.
I exposed the jews as Reptilians through their own admittance without adding anything further. It
appears the documentary which at this time had just 25,000 views when my channel was
destroyed, was just too dangerous. Because I spit on the face of the "Christian Antisemites" and
all those who bend the Truth to make it more 'receptive' to the mass.
This belief comes from that the mass is stupid, but most people are not that dumb. So that you
have to water down everything in order for them to get it...Well no that is not the case people
are more clever and knowledgeable than dumb cattle. They can recognize some facts,
especially now that the jews are pushing it past the obvious limits, without giving any damn
about them self-exposing.
Nobody did invent any conspiracy it's just if you have a basic cognitive function you will see
what is going on. If you are too dumb, you won't. But these dumb people are useless.
As the jewish spells come under all of these matters will become pretty evident. People are only
confused now simply because this situation is kept in control by magic and brainwashing. Both
are giving in because of our efforts and jews just openly admitting everything and in rat panic,
not giving a fuck to cover any tracks.
This documentary below in the end is called Jews In Norway. It's just Jews whining about the
fact the Norwegians are waking up to their Agenda.
No need for placating the truth, trying to bring people in from backdoors, and xian bullshit
'antisemitism'.
Just tell people the truth in online and safe activism in general. And people will see for
themselves. The documentary below proves this. The kikes here are complaining people are
calling them REPTILIAN and ALIENS. The truth is out there guys. Team Swastika Is Winning
This.
People are receptive to the Truth, same with National Socialism and same with what we say
here. It's just one needs to strike through the conditioning straight up by exposing people to the
Truth.

As for the IDIOTS who undermine the pushing of links, the passing of some material, and doing
some RTR, they better reconsider. All little actions have literally turned this planet into a
hazardous place for the reptilian jews and they are literally having a social problem now. This
documentary below is from 2017, imagine what has happened until now.
The worst thing one can do to any jew, is not anything physical, but to reveal them for what they
are. This is the true immunization of people not braindead violence and other promotion of
useless measures. When all humans on earth will know, then the jews will lose all their power of
any sort of manipulation.
The enemy will be finished after a point with the rising of information.
We are the STRONG, we are the MAJORITY OF GENTILES, and we have the TRUTH on our
side.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5q4tnJmHzk0

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.
More will follow soon.
- http://www.joyofsatan.org
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/
- http://www.groups-archive.com
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The day will come when a jew will come up to someone and attempt to whine and the person
will be like "Begone you filthy reptilian". Then the jew will feel collapsed as if annuda shoah
happened.

